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Section 56 Individual Sites & Trails Objectives
(snowmobile specific)

Background:

Section 56 of the Forest Ranges and Practices Act (FRPA) allows the

government to establish or disestablish recreation sites, trails and interpretive

forest sites. It also allows the government to establish Site Level objectives for

these sites or trails at the time they are established or by amendment at

anytime. This can easily be done by the authorized designated decision

maker which is often the Recreation Sites and Trails BC District Manager.

Snowmobile Clubs across BC enter into Partnership Agreements with the

Government to ensure the provision of safe, sanitary, socially acceptable and

environmentally sound recreation sites and trails for public use. This is done

through the investment of many volunteer hours, user fees and fundraising by

BC Snowmobile Federation (BCSF) Member Clubs to support trail

maintenance efforts. However, under the current FRPA Framework,

snowmobile clubs are not even assured that the services and recreation sites

they are responsible for managing will not be disrupted by industrial forest

activity. Licensees are not currently obligated to consider, communicate, or

mitigate any snowmobile trail disruption in their Forest Stewardship Planning.

The BCSF has been told that Industry must only plan for and consider sites

where a government registered objective is set and where their operations

might impact that established objective.

For the snowmobile sector many snowmobile trails have been established

under FRPA Section 56 but in a recent study completed by the BC
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Snowmobile Federation it is clear that almost all have no site specific

objectives set. The only sites that have objectives were established prior to

2004 when FRPA was enacted. These have vague objectives that have little

meaning in today's working forest and do not properly reflect the tourism

value of snowmobile trails today.

Also, many of our registered snowmobile trails have sections that overlap

Forest Service Roads/Wilderness Roads in the winter months. They essentially

carry a dual status depending on whether they are plowed or not. If the road

is unplowed it is a registered snowmobile trail and when it is plowed it

becomes an industry road. Without an objective the registered snowmobile

trail can be plowed out at any time with industry not being currently

obligated to consider, communicate, or mitigate this snowmobile trail

disruption to the club that has the registered snowmobile trail on the same

road.

Therefore, the BC Snowmobile Federation would like all existing and new

snowmobile recreation sites or trails to have the following standard

government registered objectives established:

Proposed Objectives

Section 56 - Recreation Site Level Objective (snowmobile specific) -

All snowmobile trails

1. The alpine and coniferous forest features along recreation sites or trails

will be retained to preserve the outdoor recreation experience and

prevent early season melt on snowmobile trails.

2. Forest planning will include safety considerations for recreational

access during the winter months and after harvesting is complete. This

will include harvest planning consideration above and below a
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recreation site or trail to ensure that new exposures and avalanche

paths are not created. Or that any new avalanche paths are mitigated

by terrain modifications such as deflection berms.

3. This recreation site or trail is part of the working forest, and as such,

activities that are likely to impact access or the recreation experience

need to be communicated with the Designated Partner on the trail at

least six months in advance.

Section 56 - Recreation Site Level Objective (snowmobile specific) -

“High Value” Snowmobile Trails

Furthermore, in British Columbia we have areas that have a high recreation

value for the snowmobile community that represent significant tourism and

community benefit. These trails are designated as high value forest

recreation sites and trails, by Recreation Sites and Trails BC or identified as an

important recreational area by the FLNR Regional Executive Director. The BC

Snowmobile Federation would additionally like the following objectives to be

established to these sites or trails.

1. Opportunities for snowmobiling, viewing and exploring must be

provided on this designated snowmobile trail (site) during the

snowmobile operating season of December 1 to March 31.
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Draft Resolution #2

Title: Protection for Established Snowmobile Recreational Sites or Trails

Sponsor: District of Sicamous

WHEREAS many local governments and communities rely on the 299 million

dollars the snowmobile industry provides to rural communities in British

Columbia for economic stability and development.

AND WHEREAS, local governments, communities and snowmobile clubs care

about maintaining existing meaningful Recreation Sites and Trails

Partnership Agreements with the Province of British Columbia for respectful

stewardship of the lands.

AND WHEREAS, BC Snowmobile Federation member Snowmobile Clubs are

the largest partner of established Recreation Sites and Trails in BC.

AND WHEREAS, Site level objectives under Section 56 of FRPA have not been

established for snowmobile trails in BC resulting in a lack of communication

or need to include consideration in Forest Stewardship Plans (FSP).

AND WHEREAS only a Government authorized designated decision maker

can set Individual Recreation Objectives for an established recreation trail

(site).

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED the Union of BC Municipalities asks the BC

Government to allocate the necessary resources to establish the following site

level objectives on all new and existing established snowmobile sites under

Section 56 of FRPA
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1. The alpine and coniferous forest features along recreation sites or trails

will be retained to preserve the outdoor recreation experience and

prevent early season melt on snowmobile trails.

2. Forest planning will include safety considerations for recreational

access during the winter months and after harvesting is complete. This

will include harvest planning consideration above and below a

recreation site or trail to ensure that new exposures and avalanche

paths are not created. Or that any new avalanche paths are mitigated

by terrain modifications such as deflection berms.

3. This recreation site or trail is part of the working forest, and as such,

activities that are likely to impact access or the recreation experience

need to be communicated with the Designated Partner on the trail

(site) at least six months in advance.

FURTHERMORE BE IT RESOLVED the Union of BC Municipalities asks the BC

Government to allocate the necessary resources to establish the following site

level objectives on all new and existing snowmobile sites that are established

under Section 56 of FRPA and that are considered to be high value forest

recreation sites and trails, by Recreation Sites and Trails BC or identified as an

important recreational area by the FLNR Regional Executive Director.

Opportunities for snowmobiling, viewing and exploring must be

provided on this designated snowmobile trail (site) during the

snowmobile operating season of December 1 to March 31.


